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New Officers Named, Directors Elected
BWI members have reelected five directors and its
Board has elected three new
officers. Officers elected to

New BWI Officers
(from l.) Alan Wendt,
Lindsey Johnson and
Lenny Rudow.

one-year terms are freelance
writer Alan Wendt, president; editor of Lakeland Boating magazine Lindsey Johnson,
1st vice president; and writer
and editor Lenny Rudow, 2nd
vice president. In the election
for directors, 92 members
voted out of 299 (Active &
Associate) or about 31%
(requires 25% to be valid).
Wendt has been a member
of BWI for nearly two decades, volunteers as a writing
contest judge, Innovations
Awards judge, served as a
board member for the past
five years and first vice presi-

dent the past two years.
Johnson has been a member
of BWI since 2003 and has
served as chair of the BWI
Writing Contest Committee
for the last seven years and
as second vice president the
past two years. Rudow has
been a writer and editor in
the marine field for over two
decades, authored six books,
gained numerous BWI writing awards and served as a
director the past two years.
In addition to Wendt and
Johnson, others re-elected as
Directors included:
• Zuzana Prochazka, editor
of Talk of the Dock and freelance writer for a number
of boating magazines and
online venues;
• Alan Jones, a full-time
writer and editor for Boating World Magazine for 16
years and most recently a
contributing editor for Sea
Magazine;
• Roger McAfee, a freelance
writer for several boating
magazines, seminar presenter at boat shows and
author of two marine

books.
Continuing as Directors
are: immediate past president
John Wooldridge, executive
editor of Yachting; Michael
Sciulla, a Soundings Trade Only
columnist and communications strategist; and Heather
Steinberger, a writer and
editor whose work appears
in a variety of regionally and
nationally circulated magazines. BWI executive director
Greg Proteau serves as secretary/treasurer of the board.

John Wooldridge (r.) receives recognition for his
service as president from
Greg Proteau.

Annual Contest Awards Gallery
Volvo Penta’s Ron Huibers (from l.) with Chris Caswell; Ann Dermody and John
Kretschmer; Sea Tow’s Joe Frohnhoefer with Lenny Rudow. Continues next page.
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Annual Contest Awards Gallery continued

Above, from l.: NMEA’s Johnny Lindstrom and Ben Ellison;
Interlux/Awlgrip’s Jim Seidel and Marilyn Mower; Jeppesen’s Emanuela Ferina with Lenny Rudow.
Below, from l.: KVH’s Jim Dodez and Chris Caswell;
Dometic’s Doug Curtis and Jim Hendricks; Suzuki’s John
Woolson with Pete McDonald.

Bottom from l.: Martin Flory’s Kelly Flory and Peter
Swanson; ZF Marine’s Martin Meissner and Kevin Koenig;
Xantrex’s Mitul Chandrani with Darrell Nicholson.
Complete results for the Annual Awards can be found
at www.bwi.org/news/bwi/writing-awards-presented-for2013/. All Photos courtesy of Ron Ballanti.
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Affordability
Issues
Aired Results
by Panel
BWI Annual
Election
BySeveral
Jim Flannery
times a year we send
our partners
a free marketing
Soundings
Publications

Motorola Xoom

Panel moderators
included BWI Director Michael Sciulla
(l.) and has
Soundings
Alan Wendt
been an
BillofSisson.
activeEditor
member
BWI for
nearly two decades, is a
current Director, and has
served as writing contest
judge and Innovations
Awards judge. He is the
editorial director for Marine CEO magazine and
publisher of two custom
lifestyle boating publications. Contact him at
Alan@wendtproductions.
com.
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Mercury
Year News
Active &Marine’s
Associate75th
Member

The Mercury Marine team
invited the media to lunch in
Miami to outline plans for the
company’s 75th Anniversary
year garnering a turnout of
about 70 journalists. Communications director Steve
Fleming offered highlights and
resources for writers interested in covering the yearlong event. Mark Schwabero,
president, welcomed the
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the
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tion at the Miami Beach Convention Center.
The company will be opening a new Mercury Museum
in its home town of Fond du
Lac, WI. Also planned there
is a media conference in the
late spring.
During the Miami show,
the company announced its
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systems to Mercury’s lineup.
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eliminated its role in towing
marketing.com.
in
non-emergency situations.
The opportunity to combine
Two
Members
Serve
his
life saving
skills, commitment
to
public
service,
entreBoatUS Issue Council
preneurial
spirit
and
love
BoatUS has made new ap-of
the
water was
inspiration
pointments
to the
its National
for
Frohnhoefer
to
found Sea
Advisory Council including
Tow
Services
International
Bob Adriance, editor of
Inc.
in 1983.
Seaworthy
magazine. He
Continuing
his goal
of givjoins Dean Travis
Clarke,
ing
back toeditor,
the boating
executive
Sport pubFishlic,
founded the
ing Frohnhoefer
and Marlin magazines
Sea
Foundation
in 2007
whoTow
continues
service.
Both
with
the
goal
of
providing
are BWI members.
tools
and
education
to reThe
current
13-member

30 years ago to advise and
guide the over half-millionmember association on federal and state issues critical
to recreational boaters.
Throughout the years it has
debated policy topics ranging from unfair fees and
taxes to today's hot-button
issues such as the increasing
levels of ethanol in gasoline,
mandatory life jacket wear,
marine protected areas and
homeland security.

DeMartini
Gains
A history timeline and video is
Performance
Account
posted at www.mercury
ma-

Cutting the anniversary cake in Miami are
Fred Kiekhaefer (from
l.), Mark Schwabero
and Kevin Grodzki.

Marilyn
DeMartini’s Contact
PR
rine.com/75years/.
Power
has beenatpreparing
Steve Fleming
steve.fleming
to@mercmarine.com.
promote a new client,
Ditec USA, at the Miami
Boat Show. She discovered
the company when she purchased an Audi and wanted
protection for the light colored car and convertible
top. After experiencing
what she calls "The Ditec
Difference" -- a finish that
makes dirt, dust and contaminants a non-issue for
'clean freak' vehicle and
vessel owners -- she sought
the company as a client for
the marine industry.
DeMartini booked the
deal in early January at the
Palm Beach International
Speedway where, “It was
really fun to drive my car
around the road course at
the
raceway!"
Contact
her
Georgia and Capt. Joe
duce
the number
of accidents
atand
md@prpower.biz.
Frohnhoefer at award
fatalities on the water.

Frohnhoefer Receives Chapman Award

Council was created over

The Foundation has provided
over 20,000 life jackets to
the boating public via its Life
Jacket Loaner program.
For additional detail, visit
www.nmma.org/news.aspx?
id=18793.

ceremonies in Miami.
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MiamiBWI
ShowAnnual
Innovations
Spotlighted
Election
Results

BWI Miami Judging
panel (from l.): Ann
Dermody, Alan Jones,
Lenny Rudow, Nigel
Calder, Alan Wendt,
Roger McAfee and
Zuzana Prochazka.

Motorola Xoom

Alan Wendt has been an
active member of BWI for
nearly two decades, is a
current Director, and has
served as writing contest
judge and Innovations
Awards judge. He is the
editorial director for Marine CEO magazine and
publisher of two custom
lifestyle boating publications. Contact him at
Alan@wendtproductions.
com.

Several times a year we send
our partners a free marketing
intelligence report. Our filing
from the recent Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas attended by 140,000 people focused on the proliferation of “pads” coming to
market and how phones and
TVs as information-providing
devices keep evolving. I
thought BWI members
would be interested in the
trends and commentary
Thirteen marine products
about them we picked up.
were recognized for innovaAfter four days of elbowtive achievement at the Miami
ing through crowds of conBoat Show. Presented by
sumer electronics gourNMMA and judged by BWI,
mands, I feel like taking two
the awards recognize prodtablets for indigestion
ucts that are distinctive,
brought on by too many tabbenefit the marine industry
lets that all look like an iPad.
and/or consumer, are practiNow I’m also really confused
cal and cost-effectiveness and
about which smart phone to
available to consumers within
buy – although Verizon is
60 days of award receipt.
introducing the iPhone for
“As judges, every year we
CDMA, while Motorola’s
debate the idea of innovation
Atrix handset and laptop
among many great products,”
dock is likely to score big
said Zuzana Prochazka, Innoalong with Droid Bionic.
vation Awards judge chair,
For business – and those
freelance writer and photogwho serve and/or write for
rapher for various boating
them – the messages are
publications including Sea,
clear: say goodbye to the era
SAIL, Boat US, Boats.com,
of the personal PC and welCruising Outpost. “We look
come to the age of mobile
forward to seeing how these
computing.
products adapt in the marketMore than 70 tablet-like
place and advance recreadevices were shown at CES.
tional boating.”
Most will never make it to
In addition to Prochazka,
market, thankfully, but sevrounding out the panel of
eral stand out. Motorola
BWI member judges were:
Xoom won Best of Show.
Nigel Calder, author of BoatRunning on Android Honeyowner’s Mechanical and Eleccomb, due out in the first
trical Manual and Marine Diequarter of this year, the 10sel Engines; Alan Jones, writer
inch screen format sports a
and editor for Boating World
dual-core, 4G-compatiable
magazine; Ann Dermody,
network (Verizon’s) and inmanaging editor of BoatUS
cludes HDMI out, and front
magazine; Lenny Rudow, senand back facing cameras. Moior editor for Dominion Matorola will offer this to other

carriers as well.
Close seconds go to the
Dell Streak for a nifty laptop-like computer with a
screen that pirouettes and
becomes a tablet. Other
notables, Blackberry’s tablet
for business enterprise and
security, Samsung Galaxy,
already established as the
number two player in the
market and, in the lower
price category, Coby Kyros.
See pictures and videos at
rine Media, including
www.ces.cnet.com/cesBoats.com and Yachttablets-ebooks.
world.com; Alan Wendt,
Bottom line, the Android
president of BWI and conplatform from Google, with
tributor to marine publicaits growing App store,
tions; and, Roger McAfee,
which powers all of these
contributor to Pacific Yachting
tablets, is the real winner.
and other marine publicaWith presentations from
tions. The awards and com22 CEO’s of major compaments:
nies this was an orgy for
analysts who follow trends
•Boat Care & Maintenance
that drive consumer behavEZPoxy2, by Petit: “Singleior and loyalty. Verizon
serving gel pouches of hardCEO Ivan Seidenberg, in his
ener and a longer pot life
CES Keynote address, premake this paint user friendly.”
sented these nuggets:
•Docking Equipment
ShoreStation Boat Hoist, by
•Your interaction
cusMidwest
Industries:with
“A welltomers
must
be
seamless
designed and well-executed
across
devicemany
platforms
hoist,
it solves
prob-as
customers
shed
traditional
lems and minimizes cable
business hours and geoware.”
graphic handcuffs in this
•Furnishings & Interiors
“alwaysCabin
on” world.
Dynamic
System on the
•There
are
two345
billion
Boston Whaler
Conunique
Internet
users
in the
quest: “This sleeping
arrangeworld.
This
connected
ment of retractable cushions
planet
seekstopersonalized
solves
where
store them
experiences,
partnerships
when not in use.”
and collaboration
like
•Mechanical
& Electrical
never
before.
Co-winners: EZ-Mount Bat•Broadband
now in 85
tery
Switch, byis Marinco
million
households
and
the
Mastervolt and SNAPP
Fuel
speeds for downloads
are
Filter/Water
Separator, by
so fast that the
average
Racor/Parker
Hannifin.
“Both
length
movie can
be transsolve
traditional
installation
ferred
in under challenges.”
four minand
maintenance
utes. For business this sug-

•Watersports
gests that video-to-video in
Zayak Sea Sled, by Tropical
real time with no latency
Paradise Plastics: “Opens up a
opens up savings in travel
whole new world of underbudgets and business-towater exploration.”
consumer help centers on
•Pontoon and Deck Boats
a much more personalized
Expanding Pontoon Boat, by
basis.
Island Boats: “First expandable-width pontoon boat that
The 4G LTE network by
goes from 7’ 4” to 10’ wide.”
Verizon is already on in one
•Boats 25' to 60'
third of the country – pri390Z, by Sea Vee: “Gets on
marily the largest cities with
plane with minimal bow rise,
a nationwide build out due
turns like a ski boat, and dein 18 months. All of the
livers higher top speeds than
mobile phone execs in atconventional hulls. “
tendance are clamoring for
•Propulsion
content relationships as this
Gen2 Surf System, by Mastershift begins to Internet conCraft: “Advanced hull design,
nected TV. Sony, for examweight distribution, custom
ple, introduced 26 new
wake shaping devices and
models at CES, 16 of them
onboard software create a
with built-in Internet. While
range of wake options.”
no one company stole the
•PWCs and Jet Boats
show with an easy to use
Spark PWC, by Sea-Doo:
set box that lets you create
“Half the weight, half the
your own TV guide, clearly
power and half the price for
the technology is there.
fun on the water.”
As you can imagine, after
•Runabouts to 24’
four days of walking and
ProStar, by Mastercraft:
seeing 2700 booths, we
“Convertible bow, intriguing
gathered an impressive
ski storage system and flatter
stack of literature on new
wake for serious waterproducts and social trends.
skiers.”
Got questions or want to
•Sailboats
brainstorm? Just call.
Oceanis 38, by Beneteau: “A
way to attract younger families to sailing with a convertible boat that grows with
them.”
•Consumer Electronics
NSO16 evo2, by Simrad:
“Brings big boat glass bridge
style to midsized power and
sportfishing boats with one
black box running two independent screens.”

For additional information,
go to www.nmma.org/press/
pressreleaselibrary/
pressrelease.aspx?id=18791.
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Member
Active &News
Associate Member News
Esterles’s New Book
Has 60+ Boat Tips
Paul Esterle, a.k.a. Capt’n
Pauley, suggests if a picture is
worth a
thousand
words, his
new book is
worth over
60,000 of
them. Over
Byrne Enhances
60 timetested, Site
MegaYacht News
boater apDiane Byrne’s MegaYacht
proved
News, the independent
tips
website devotedhints,
to luxury
and
proyachts, has a new look and a
jects. Each
new URL. Re-launched
to
is provide
presented
on
a
separate
a contemporary,
page
and illustrated
with a
dynamic
design, waterfall
CAD
drawing
or
two.
menus on every pageThese
make
tips
are from
a long-running
it easier
to access
both curcolumn
in aarchival
popularcontent,
boating
rent and
magazine.
The
tips
apply
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Electronics Update from NMEA
During BWI’s Miami Membership meeting, Johnny Lindstrom, the new president of
the National Marine Electronics Association, offered perspective on how electronics fit
into the affordability and attractiveness of boating. Here
are his condensed remarks:
“Throughout my travels a
common thread that I hear is
the lack of new blood. We are
competing with the perceived
glamour of the IT and multimedia professions for talent.
There is no other industry
that prepares someone for
the many different facets of
ours. The average competent
marine electronics installer
needs skills in electricity both
AC and DC, but also RF
within a huge spectrum,
acoustic wave propagation,
hydraulic and mechanical systems for autopilots, satellite
tracking antennas and recently

the IT world has arrived full
force on board.
“Today it is expected that
many of the same creature
comforts along with business
necessities we take for
granted on shore be operational at all times while at
sea. This is a monumental
task and can be very expensive, and they all require radio waves of one sort or
another to function. Something we might pay under a
$100 for bundled with our
cable or telephone service
can cost many thousands of
dollars on board a boat.
“We just completed a
complete revamp of all of
our training programs to
keep pace with technology
for both entry level and advanced technicians. We are
now in the process of developing curriculum targeted to
marine institutes and junior

New Members
•Michael Fincham, Writer/

Producer, College Park,
MD
•Peter Franklin, Writer/PR
Counselor, South Holland,
The Netherlands
•Sara Johnson, Freelance

Writer, Auckland, New
Zealand
•John Kretschmer,
Writer/Author, Ft.
Lauderdale, FL
•Peter Nichols, Writer/
Author, Rockport, ME

New presidents of BWI and
NMEA, Alan Wendt (l.) and
Johnny Lindstrom

colleges around the country.
Our hope is we can strike
the spark in our youth and
introduce them to the world
of marine electronics.
“In addition to our training
activities, we continue to
update and develop the
worldwide industry standards for system data interfacing on board vessels.
These are the NMEA-0138
and NMEA 2000 standards.
“NMEA is a vibrant and
growing Association whose
members contribute to the
commercial and recreational
boating communities around
the world. We look forward
to continue our voyage and
hope you will join us.”
Visit www.NMEA.org.
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